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RADIANS NECK GAITER

Keep your face protection easily accessible with the Radians Lime Neck Gaiter. Made from 100% polyester
Interlock fabric, it feels soft and comfortable against your face. Use it to cover your nose and mouth for protection from dust and non-chemical mists in construction, utilities, and other industrial applications. This neck
gaiter is not intended for medical use but can also be worn in public settings as recommended by the CDC to
help slow transmission by the wearer, especially when social distancing measures are difficult to maintain.
-100% Polyester Interlock Fabric
-Lightweight
-Machine Washable
-Moisture Wicking

SP1-NGG

ULTRA BIT STEP DRILL KIT

Ultra Bit step drills are made of high speed steel. Special axial and radial flute design increases work
piece penetration. Dual flute construction drills clean and accurate holes.
-Made in USA
Item ID
Hole Sizes Hole Size Range Chuck Size Size
-Gold oxide
11550
13
1/8” to 1/2” by 32nds
1/4”
1
-3 flats on shank
11552
9
1/4” to 3/4” by 16ths
3/8”
3
-Suggested uses:
11554
11
1/4” to 7/8” by 16ths
3/8”
7
-steel
11557
2
7/8” & 1-1/8”
3/8”
11
-stainless steel
-brass
-aluminum
-cast iron

11546
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BUTT CONNECTOR JARS
03101
03100
Starter Opti-Seal Jar:
•35 - 31325 - Red
•50 - 31350 - Blue
•15 - 31380 - Yellow

Starter Crimp, Solder & Seal:
•30 - 31230 - Red
•40 - 31231 - Blue
•10 - 31232 - Yellow

GRAY POLY WORK GLOVES

REUSABLE POLY
GLOVES CAN
-13 gauge gray polyester shell
PROVIDE A COST
-Gray PU palm coating
SAVINGS OVER
-Elastic slip-on cuff
DISPOSIBLE
-Lightweight, excellent dexterity
-Tested to EN388:2015 standards NITRILE GLOVES
-Abrasion, cuts, tear and puncture (3 1 3 1)

SP1-RWG14M
SP1-RWG14L
SP1-RWG14XL
SP1-RWG14XXL
DIPPED NITRILE GLOVES

- MEDIUM
- LARGE
- XLARGE
- XXLARGE

-Blended nylon/spandex shell- foam nitrile dipped palm
-Elastic slip-on cuff
-Meets EN 388:2003 standards for abrasion, cuts, tear and puncture
-Suggested uses: construction, manufacturing, assembly, shipping, etc.

19831- LARGE
19832 - X-LARGE
PREMIUM RTV SILICONE SEALANT

Premium RTV Silicone Sealant is a high quality, single-component, 100% silicone sealant that is perfect for
interior and exterior sealing and caulking. Product will not yellow or discolor in exterior applications.
Can be used as an adhesive.
10.1 fl. oz. cartridge

26060 - White
26064 - Black
26063 - Aluminum 26065 - Clear

